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INTRODUCTION
A type of total reduplication in Korean:
Base is V-initial and Reduplicant has an inserted C.

(1) a. als’ôn-als’ôn ‘confusing’
b. útilôn-úlôn ‘bumpy’
c. opul-ôpul ‘meanderingly’
d. dimâl-ômâl ‘all sorts of little things (in a cluster)’

Argument
Although the choice is not completely predictable:
(i) The inserted C (CI) is chosen from a subset of possible onset Cs.
(ii) The Quality of the CI depends on the qualities of the base Cs.
(iii) The CI is not identical to the neighboring C, and this reflects an Identity Avoidance effect.

DATA
Corpus:* 150 entries containing an inserted consonant in the reduplicant


IDENTITY AVOIDANCE EFFECT
The results are based on:

◆ Corpus study;
◆ Word Creation Experiment (WC)
(a) Participants: 55 native speakers of Korean, ages 20s-50s
(b) Methodology: Nononsense base morphemes were presented to the participants. The participants were asked to reduplicate the base with a CI to make the most natural reduplicated form with a given base.

The analysis:
◆ The contexts for three major CIs, /t, p, tS/ were measured in terms of Place (P), Manner (M), and Vowel (V).

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: Identity Avoidance

Arabic verbal roots
(9) Homorganic consonant pairs like CVC: not allowed:
a. */ba’ama/ b. */a’dah/ c. */atama/ to be baffled
b. */ba’ama/ (identical) worst
b. */a’dah/ (similar) best
b. */a’tama/ (nonhomorganic)

More examples: Cantonese language game “La-Mi” (Yip 1997), Javanese Habitual-Repetitive Reduplication (Yip 1997), Turkish emphatic adjectives (Wedel 1999), etc.

FREQUENCY OF INSERTED CONSONANTS

(11) Figure 1. CI frequency in corpus (150 entries) vs. word creation (1352 stimuli)

IDENTITY AVOIDANCE EFFECT

The finding from Korean reduplication supports the idea of an Identity Avoidance Effect found in the other languages.

Turkish emphatic reduplication vs. Korean reduplication: In both, the epenthetic consonant in the reduplicant tends to be distinct from the base consonants. However,
◆ Identity avoidance is attested at segmental level in Turkish, but at featural level in Korean;
◆ Turkish: set of CIs in corpus ≠ set of CIs in WC
Korean: set of CIs in corpus ≠ set of CIs in WC

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

◆ Native speakers’ knowledge does not simply mirror the statistics of the lexicon.
◆ Identity Avoidance effects are even stronger in word creation than in corpus.
◆ The OCP is not categorical, but gradient.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

(i) Why does place seem to play a greater role than manner?
(ii) Are there distance effects?
(iii) What other factors participate in the Identity Avoidance effect?
(iv) Are there any similar patterns in other cases of C-insertion in Korean?
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